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ON THE SPACE OF ULTRADISTRIBUTIONS VANISHING AT
INFINITY
ANDREAS DEBROUWERE, LENNY NEYT, AND JASSON VINDAS
Abstract. We study the structural and linear topological properties of the space
9B1˚ω of ultradistributions vanishing at infinity (with respect to a weight function ω).
Particularly, we show the first structure theorem for 9B1˚ω under weaker hypotheses
than were known so far. As an application, we determine the structure of the S-
asymptotic behavior of ultradistributions.
1. Introduction
The space B1 of bounded distributions and its subspace 9B1 of distributions vanishing
at infinity, introduced by Schwartz [29], play an important role in the convolution
theory for distributions [23, 24, 22] and the asymptotic analysis of generalized functions
[26]. Their analogues in the setting of ultradistributions were first considered in [7, 25]
and further studied in [4, 6, 11, 12, 21]. In [11], the second structure theorem for these
spaces (and their weighted variants) was shown by means of the parametrix method.
This technique imposes heavy restrictions on the defining weight sequence, namely, the
assumptions [16] pM.1q, pM.2q, and pM.3q. The last two named authors have recently
provided in [21] the first structure theorem for the space of bounded ultradistributions
(with respect to a weight function ω) under the weaker assumptions pM.1q, pM.2q1,
and pM.3q1.
The main goal of this article is to show the first structure theorem for the space of
ultradistributions vanishing at infinity (with respect to a weight function ω). More
precisely, we shall prove the following result; we refer to Sections 2 and 3 for the
definition of unexplained notions.
Theorem 1. Let Mp be a weight sequence satisfying pM.1q and pM.2q1, and let ω be a
weight function such that Assumption 1 holds (cf. Section 3). Then, for every f P 9B1˚ω
there exist fα P CpRdq, α P Nd, such that
f “
ÿ
αPNd
f pαqα ,
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the limits
lim
|x|Ñ8
fαpxq
ωpxq “ 0, @α P N
d,
hold, and for some ℓ ą 0 (for all ℓ ą 0) we have that
sup
αPNd
sup
xPRd
ℓ|α|Mα|fαpxq|
ωpxq ă 8.
If ω is a weight function satisfying
ess sup
xPRd
ωp ¨ ` xq
ωpxq P L
8
loc
,
then Assumption 1 holds for Mp and ω, where Mp is any log-convex weight sequence
satisfying limpÑ8M
´1{p
p log p “ 0; see Remark 2. In particular, in this case the As-
sumption 1 is fulfilled when p!σ ĂMp for some σ ą 0.
It is important to point out that none of the methods available in the literature
applies to deliver a proof for Theorem 1. We develop here a new approach to the
problem whose core consists in combining a criterion for the surjectivity of a continuous
linear mapping in terms of its transpose (Lemma 1) with the computation of the dual
of 9B1˚ω . The latter computation is achieved in this article by exploiting the mapping
properties of the short-time Fourier transform (STFT). In fact, we shall show that the
strong dual of 9B1˚ω is given by D
˚
L1ω
. We mention that the STFT has recently proved to
be a powerful tool in the study of the structural and linear topological properties of
(generalized) function spaces; see [1, 9, 10, 17, 20].
As an application of Theorem 1, we determine the structure of the S-asymptotic be-
havior of ultradistributions. Theorem 6 below may be interpreted as the first structure
theorem for S-asymptotics, whereas [26, Theorem 1.10, p. 46] may be seen as the sec-
ond structure theorem for S-asymptotics. As a consequence, we obtain that all results
from [19] essentially hold under the weaker assumptions pM.1q, pM.2q1, and pM.3q1 on
the defining weight sequence; see Remark 7.
This paper is organized as follows. In the preliminary Section 2, we first present a
criterion for the surjectivity of a continuous linear mapping in terms of its transpose,
after which we introduce Gelfand-Shilov spaces and their duals, and briefly discuss
the mapping properties of the STFT on these spaces. In Section 3, we define D˚
L1ω
and 9B1˚ω and characterize these spaces via the STFT. The equality p 9B1˚ω q1b “ D˚L1ω and
Theorem 1 are shown in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we present our results about
the S-asymptotic behavior of ultradistributions.
2. Preliminaries
Given a lcHs (= locally convex Hausdorff space) E, we denote its dual by E 1. Unless
explicitly stated otherwise, we endow E 1 with the strong topology.
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2.1. Surjections in locally convex spaces. A continuous linear mapping between
Fre´chet spaces is surjective if and only if its transpose is injective and has weakly closed
range [30, Theorem 37.2, p. 382]. In the proof of Theorem 1, we will make use of the
following generalization of this criterion.
Lemma 1. Let E and F be lcHs and let S : E Ñ F be a continuous linear mapping.
Suppose that E is Mackey, E{ kerS is complete, and ImS is Mackey for the topology
induced by F . Then, S is surjective if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(1) St : F 1 Ñ E 1 is injective;
(2) ImSt is weakly closed in E 1.
Proof. If St is injective, then ImS is dense in F . Hence, it suffices to show that ImS
is closed in F . As ImSt is weakly closed, S is a weak homomorphism [30, Lemma
37.4]. Since σpE{ ker S, pE{ kerSq1q coincides with the quotient of σpE,E 1q modulo
ker S [30, p. 385] and σpImS, pImSq1q coincides with the topology induced by σpF, F 1q,
we obtain that rS : E{ ker S Ñ ImS is a weak isomorphism. Consequently, rS is also an
isomorphism if we equip E{ kerS and ImS with their Mackey topology [28, p. 158].
From this we may infer that S is a homomorphism because E{ ker S is Mackey as E is
so [28, p. 136] and ImS is Mackey by assumption. Finally, since E{ ker S is complete,
we have that ImS – E{ ker S is complete and, thus, closed in F .

2.2. Gelfand-Shilov spaces and the short-time Fourier transform. A sequence
pMpqpPN of positive real numbers is called a weight sequence ifMp{Mp´1 Ñ 8 as pÑ8.
We will make use of some of the following conditions on weight sequences:
pM.1q: M2p ďMp´1Mp`1 , p ě 1;
pM.2q1: Mp`1 ď C0HpMp, p P N, for some C0, H ě 1;
pM.3q1: ř8p“1Mp´1{Mp ă 8.
The reader is referred to [16] for the meaning of these conditions. For a multi-index
α P Nd, we simply write Mα “ M|α|. As usual, the relation Mp Ă Np between two
weight sequences means that there exist C, ε ą 0 such that Mp ď CεpNp for all p P N.
The stronger relation Mp ă Np means that the latter inequality remains valid for all
ε ą 0 and suitable C “ Cε ą 0. The associated function of Mp is defined as
Mptq “ sup
pPN
log
tpM0
Mp
, t ą 0,
and Mp0q “ 0. We define M on Rd as the radial function Mpxq “ Mp|x|q, x P Rd.
We will often use the following result [16, Proposition 3.4]: If Mp satisfies pM.1q and
pM.2q1, then, for any k ą 0,
(2.1) Mptq ´Mpktq ď ´ logpt{C0q log k
logH
, t ą 0.
Let Mp and Ap be two weight sequences. We denote by A the associated function of
Ap. For ℓ, q ą 0 we denote by SMp,ℓAp,q pRdq the Banach space consisting of all ϕ P C8pRdq
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such that
‖ϕ‖
S
Mp,ℓ
Ap,q
:“ sup
αPNd
sup
xPRd
|ϕpαqpxq|eApqxq
ℓ|α|Mα
ă 8.
We define
S
pMpq
pApq pRdq :“ limÐÝ
ℓÑ0`
S
Mp,ℓ
Ap,1{ℓpRdq, S
tMpu
tApu pRdq :“ limÝÑ
ℓÑ8
S
Mp,ℓ
Ap,1{ℓpRdq.
We shall write ˚ instead of pMpq or tMpu and : instead of pApq or tApu if we want
to treat both cases simultaneously. In addition, we shall often first state assertions
for the Beurling case followed in parenthesis by the corresponding statements for the
Roumieu case.
Following [16], we denote by E˚pRdq the space of ultradifferentiable functions of
class ˚ and by D˚pRdq the space of compactly supported ultradifferentiable functions
of class ˚, each of them endowed with their natural locally convex topology. If Mp
satisfies pM.1q, D˚pRdq is non-trivial if and only if Mp satisfies pM.3q1, as follows from
the Denjoy-Carleman theorem.
Next, we discuss the short-time Fourier transform (STFT); see [15] for an extensive
overview. We denote the translation and modulation operators by Txfptq “ fpt ´ xq
and Mξfptq “ e2πiξ¨tfptq for x, ξ P Rd. We also write fˇptq “ fp´tq for reflection about
the origin. The STFT of a function f P L2pRdq with respect to the window ψ P L2pRdq
is given by
Vψfpx, ξq :“ pf,MξTxψqL2 “
ż
Rd
fptqψpt´ xqe´2πiξ¨tdt, px, ξq P R2d.
It holds that ‖Vψf‖L2pR2dq “ ‖ψ‖L2 ‖f‖L2. In particular, Vψ : L2pRdq Ñ L2pR2dq is
continuous. The adjoint of Vψ is given by the weak integral
V ˚ψ F :“
ż ż
R2d
F px, ξqMξTxψdxdξ, F P L2pR2dq.
If ψ ‰ 0 and γ P L2pRdq is a synthesis window for ψ, i.e. pγ, ψqL2 ‰ 0, then
(2.2)
1
pγ, ψqL2 V
˚
γ ˝ Vψ “ idL2pRdq .
We now study the mapping properties of the STFT on the spaces S
pMpq
pApq pRdq and
S
1pMpq
pApq pRdq (cf. [9]). We need some preparation. Given two lcHs E and F , we write
EpbπF and EpbεF for the completion of the tensor product E b F with respect to the
projective topology and the ε-topology, respectively. If either E or F is nuclear, we
simply write EpbF “ EpbπF “ EpbεF . Let Np be a weight sequence and denote by
N its associated function. We define SpNpqpRdq as the Fre´chet space consisting of all
ϕ P C8pRdq such that
‖ϕ‖
SNp,k
:“ sup
|α|ďk
sup
xPRd
|ϕpαqpxq|eNpkxq ă 8, @k P N.
If Np satisfies pM.1q and pM.2q1, then SpNpqpRdq is nuclear, as follows from [13, p. 181]
and (2.1).
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Let Mp and Ap be two weight sequences satisfying pM.1q and pM.2q1. We may
identify SpApqpRdxqpbSpMpqpRdξq with the Fre´chet space consisting of all Φ P C8pR2dx,ξq
such that
|Φ|k :“ max|α|ďkmax|β|ďk suppx,ξqPR2d
ˇˇˇ
BαxBβξΦpx, ξq
ˇˇˇ
exprApkxq `Mpkξqs ă 8, @k P N.
The following canonical isomorphism of lcHs holds
pSpApqpRdxqpbSpMpqpRdξqq1 – S 1pApqpRdxqpbS 1pMpqpRdξq.
We then have:
Proposition 1. Let ψ P SpMpqpApq pRdq. Assume that both weight sequences satisfy pM.1q
and pM.2q1. The following mappings are continuous,
Vψ : S
pMpq
pApq pRdq Ñ SpApqpRdxqpbSpMpqpRdξq
and
V ˚ψ : SpApqpRdxqpbSpMpqpRdξq Ñ SpMpqpApq pRdq.
Proof. We first consider Vψ. Let ϕ P SpMpqpApq pRdq be arbitrary and fix k P N. For all
γ P Nd we have that
max
|α|,|β|ďk
ˇˇˇ
ξγBαxBβξ Vψϕpx, ξq
ˇˇˇ
eApkxq
ď p2πqk´|γ| max
|α|,|β|ďk
ÿ
δďγ
ˆ
γ
δ
˙ż
Rd
|ptβϕptqqpδq|eAp2ktq|ψpα`γ´δqpx´ tq|eAp2kpx´tqqdt
ď C max
|α|,|β|ďk
∥∥tβϕptq∥∥
S
Mp,π{pk
?
dq
Ap,2k
∥∥ψpαq∥∥
S
Mp,π{pk
?
dq
Ap,2kHd`1
Mγ
pk?dq|γ|
ď C 1 ‖ϕ‖
S
Mp,π{pk
?
dq
Ap,2kHk
Mγ
pk?dq|γ| ,
so that |Vψϕ|k ď C 1M0 ‖ϕ‖
S
Mp,π{pk
?
dq
Ap,2kHk
. Next, we treat V ˚ψ . Take an arbitrary function
Φ P SpApqpRdxqpbSpMpqpRdξq and fix ℓ ą 0. Pick k P N such that kℓ ě 4πHd`1. For all
α P Nd we have thatˇˇBαV ˚ψΦptqˇˇ eApt{ℓq
ď
ÿ
βďα
ˆ
α
β
˙ż ż
R2d
|Φpx, ξq||2πξ||β|eAp2x{ℓq|ψpα´βqpt´ xq|eAp2pt´xq{ℓqdxdξ
ď C|Φ|kℓ|α|Mα,
whence }V ˚ψΦ}SMp,ℓ
Ap,1{ℓ
ď C|Φ|k. 
The STFT of an ultradistribution f P S 1˚: pRdq with respect to a window function
ψ P SpMpqpApq pRdq is defined as
Vψfpx, ξq :“
〈
f,MξTxψ
〉 “ e´2πiξ¨xpf ˚ ψˇqpxq, px, ξq P R2d.
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Clearly, Vψf is a smooth function on R
2d. We define the adjoint STFT of F P
S 1pApqpRdxqpbS 1pMpqpRdξq as〈
V ˚ψ F, ϕ
〉
:“ 〈F, Vψϕ〉 , ϕ P SpMpqpApq pRdq.
Notice that V ˚ψ F P S 1pMpqpApq pRdq by Proposition 1. In view of Proposition 1, similar
arguments as in [17, Section 3] yield the following result.
Proposition 2. Let ψ P SpMpqpApq pRdq. Assume that both weight sequences satisfy pM.1q
and pM.2q1. The following mappings are continuous,
Vψ : S
1pMpq
pApq pRdq Ñ S 1pApqpRdxqpbS 1pMpqpRdξq
and
V ˚ψ : S
1
pApqpRdxqpbS 1pMpqpRdξq Ñ S 1pMpqpApq pRdq.
Moreover, if ψ ‰ 0 and γ P SpMpqpApq pRdq is a synthesis window for ψ, then the recon-
struction formula
(2.3)
1
pγ, ψqL2 V
˚
γ ˝ Vψ “ idS 1pMpqpApq pRdq
is valid and the desingularization formula
(2.4) 〈f, ϕ〉 “ 1pγ, ψqL2
ż ż
R2d
Vψfpx, ξqVγϕpx,´ξqdxdξ
holds for all f P S 1pMpqpApq pRdq and ϕ P S
pMpq
pApq pRdq.
3. The spaces D˚
L1ω
and 9B1˚ω
A measurable function ω : Rd Ñ p0,8q is called a weight function if ω and ω´1
are locally bounded. Given a weight sequence Ap, a weight function ω is said to be
pApq-admissible (tApu-admissible) if
Dλ ą 0 p@λ ą 0q DC ą 0 @x, t P Rd : ωpx` tq ď CωpxqeApλtq.
Next, we introduce various function and ultradistribution spaces associated to a weight
function ω (cf. [12]). We define L1ωpRdq as the Banach space consisting of all measurable
functions ϕ on Rd such that
‖ϕ‖L1ω :“
ż
Rd
|ϕpxq|ωpxqdx ă 8.
Its dual is given by the space L8ω pRdq of all those measurable function ϕ on Rd such
that
‖ϕ‖L8ω :“ ess sup
xPRd
|ϕpxq|
ωpxq ă 8.
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We write DL1ωpRdq for the space consisting of all ϕ P C8pRdq such that ϕpαq P L1ωpRdq
for all α P Nd. Let Mp be a weight sequence. For ℓ ą 0 we denote by DMp,ℓL1ω the Banach
space consisting of all ϕ P DL1ωpRdq such that
‖ϕ‖
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
:“ sup
αPNd
∥∥ϕpαq∥∥
L1ω
ℓ|α|Mα
ă 8.
We define
D
pMpq
L1ω
:“ limÐÝ
ℓÑ0`
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
, D
tMpu
L1ω
:“ limÝÑ
ℓÑ8
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
.
If Mp satisfies pM.2q1, a standard argument shows that D˚L1ω Ă E˚pRdq with continuous
inclusion. We introduce the following set of assumptions on a weight sequence Mp and
a weight function ω.
Assumption 1. There exists a weight sequence Ap satisfying pM.1q and pM.2q1 such
that ω is pApq-admissible (tApu-admissible) and SpMpqpApq pRdq is non-trivial.
Remark 2. A sufficient condition for the non-triviality of S
pMpq
pApq pRdq is p!σ Ă Mp and
p!τ Ă Ap for some σ, τ ą 0 with σ ` τ ą 1 [14, p. 235]. Other non-triviality conditions
can be found in [8]. If a weight function ω is pp!q-admissible, then Assumption 1 is
fulfilled for Mp and ω, whenever Mp is a weight sequence that satisfies pM.1q and
plog pqp ă Mp, as follows from [8, Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 5.9]. We point out that
[10, Remark 5.3] ω is pp!q-admissible if and only if L1ω is translation-invariant if and
only if
(3.1) ess sup
xPRd
ωp ¨ ` xq
ωpxq P L
8
loc
.
In the rest of this section, we fix a weight sequence Mp satisfying pM.1q and pM.2q1,
and a weight function ω such that Assumption 1 holds.
Lemma 2. D
pMpq
L1ω
is a quasinormable and thus distinguished Fre´chet space, and D
tMpu
L1ω
is a complete and thus regular (LB)-space.
Proof. To verify that D
pMpq
L1ω
is quasinormable, it suffices to show that [18, Lemma 26.14]
@ℓ ą 0 @r ą 0 @ε P p0, 1s DR ą 0 @ϕ P DpMpq
L1ω
with }ϕ}
D
Mp,ℓ{H
L1ω
ď 1
Dψ P DpMpq
L1ω
with }ψ}
D
Mp,r
L1ω
ď R such that }ϕ´ ψ}
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
ď ε.
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Let ℓ ą 0 and ϕ P DpMpq
L1ω
with }ϕ}
D
Mp,ℓ{H
L1ω
ď 1 be arbitrary. Choose χ P SpMpqpApq pRdq withş
Rd
χpxqdx “ 1 and put χε “ ε´dχp¨{εq for ε P p0, 1s. For any r ą 0 we have that
}ϕ ˚ χε}DMp,r
L1ω
“ sup
αPNd
1
r|α|Mα
ż
Rd
|ϕ ˚ χpαqε pxq|ωpxqdx
ď C}ϕ}L1ω sup
αPNd
1
pεrq|α|Mα
ż
Rd
|χpαqpxq|eApλεxqdx
ď C}χ}
S
Mp,εr
Ap,λHd`1
ż
Rd
eApλxq´ApλH
d`1xqdx.
On the other hand, applying the mean-value theorem, we obtain that
}ϕ´ ϕ ˚ χε}
D
Mp,l
L1ω
“ sup
αPNd
1
ℓ|α|Mα
}ϕpαq ´ ϕpαq ˚ χε}L1ω
ď ε sup
αPNd
1
ℓ|α|Mα
ż
Rd
ωpxq
˜ż
Rd
|χptq||t|
dÿ
j“1
ż
1
0
|ϕpα`ejqpx´ γεtq|dγdt
¸
dx
ď
ˆ
CC0
ℓ
H
d
ż
Rd
χptq|t|eApλtqdt
˙
ε,
from which the result easily follows. The completeness of D
tMpu
L1ω
can be shown in a
similar way as in [11, Proposition 5.1]. 
We will need the ensuing basic density property.
Proposition 3. We have the following dense continuous inclusions,
S˚: pRdq ãÑ D˚L1ω ãÑ S 1˚: pRdq.
Proof. We adapt the idea from [11, Proof of Proposition 5.2]. It is clear that S˚: pRdq Ă
D˚
L1ω
Ă S 1˚: pRdq with continuous inclusions. Since S˚: pRdq is dense in S 1˚: pRdq, it suffices
to show that S
pMpq
pApq pRdq is dense in D˚L1ω . Choose χ P S
pMpq
pApq pRdq and ψ P DpRdq such
that
ş
Rd
χpxqdx “ 1 and ψp0q “ 1. Next, set χn “ ndχpn ¨ q and ψn “ ψp ¨ {nq for
n ě 1. Let ℓ ą 0 and ϕ P DMp,ℓ
L1ω
be arbitrary. We also fix an arbitrary ε ą 0. In view of
the inequality eApx`yq ď eAp2xq`Ap2yq, it is clear that ϕn,j “ χn ˚ pψjϕq P SpMpqpApq pRdq. We
shall show that there are n, j P N such that ‖ϕ´ ϕn,j‖
D
Mp,Hℓ
L1ω
ď ε, which will complete
the proof. Obviously,
(3.2) ‖ϕ´ ϕn,j‖
D
Mp,Hℓ
L1ω
ď ‖ϕ´ χn ˚ ϕ‖
D
Mp,Hℓ
L1ω
` ‖χn ˚ pϕ´ ψjϕq‖
D
Mp,Hℓ
L1ω
.
The last part of the proof of Lemma 2 already gives an estimate for the first term in
the right-hand side of (3.2),
‖ϕ´ χn ˚ ϕ‖
D
Mp,Hℓ
L1ω
ď n´1CC0ℓd
ż
Rd
|χptq||t|eApλtqdt}ϕ}
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
ď ε
2
,
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for sufficiently large n. For such a fixed n, we now proceed to estimate the second term
in the right-hand side of (3.2). We have that
‖χn ˚ pϕ´ ψjϕq‖
D
Mp,Hℓ
L1ω
ď C ‖ϕ ´ ψjϕ‖L1ω sup
αPNd
n|α|
pHℓq|α|Mα
ż
Rd
|χpαqpxq|eApλxqdx
ď C ‖ϕ ´ ψjϕ‖L1ω ‖χ‖SMp,Hℓ{n
Ap,λHd`1
ż
Rd
eApλxq´ApλH
d`1xqdx ď ε
2
,
for large enough j. 
The strong dual of D˚
L1ω
is denoted by B1˚ω . By the previous proposition, we may
view B1˚ω as a subspace of S
1˚
: pRdq. We define 9B1˚ω as the closure in B1˚ω of the space of
compactly supported continuous functions on Rd. Notice that 9B1˚ω coincides with the
closure in B1˚ω of S
pMpq
pApq pRdq.
3.1. Characterization via the STFT. The goal of this subsection is to characterize
D˚
L1ω
and 9B1˚ω in terms of the STFT. We first consider D
˚
L1ω
. The following two lemmas
are needed in our analysis.
Lemma 3. Let ψ P SpMpqpApq pRdq. Then, for any ℓ ą 0, there is C 1 ą 0 such that
‖Vψϕp ¨ , ξq‖L1ω ď C
1 ‖ϕ‖
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
e´Mpπξ{pℓ
?
dqq, ξ P Rd,
for all ϕ P DMp,ℓ
L1ω
.
Proof. Let ϕ P DMp,ℓ
L1ω
be arbitrary. For any α P Nd we have thatż
Rd
|ξαVψϕpx, ξq|ωpxqdx
ď p2πq´|α|
ÿ
βďα
ˆ
α
β
˙ż
Rd
ωpxq
ˆż
Rd
|ϕpβqptq||ψpα´βqpx´ tq|dt
˙
dx
ď Cp2πq´|α|
ÿ
βďα
ˆ
α
β
˙ż
Rd
|ϕpβqptq|ωptq
ˆż
Rd
|ψpα´βqpx´ tq|eApλpx´tqqdx
˙
dt
ď C 1 ‖ϕ‖
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
pℓ{πq|α|Mα,
whence ż
Rd
|Vψϕpx, ξq|ωpxqdx ďM0C 1 ‖ϕ‖
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
inf
αPNd
˜
ℓ
?
d
π|ξ|
¸|α|
Mα
M0
“M0C 1 ‖ϕ‖
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
e´Mpπξ{pℓ
?
dqq.

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Lemma 4. Let ψ P SpMpqpApq pRdq. Suppose that F is a measurable function on R2d such
that
sup
ξPRd
eMp4πH
d`1ξ{ℓq
ż
Rd
|F px, ξq|ωpxqdx ă 8.
Then, the function
t ÞÑ
ż ż
R2d
F px, ξqMξTxψptqdxdξ
belongs to D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
.
Proof. For any α P Nd we have that
|Bαt rMξTxψptqs| ď
ÿ
βďα
ˆ
α
β
˙
p2π|ξ|q|β||ψpα´βqpt´ xq|
ď ‖ψ‖
S
Mp,ℓ{2
Ap,λHd`1
ℓ|α|Mα exprMp4πξ{ℓq ´ ApλHd`1pt´ xqqs.
Hence,∥∥∥∥
ż ż
R2d
F px, ξqMξTxψdxdξ
∥∥∥∥
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
ď ‖ψ‖
S
Mp,ℓ{2
Ap,λHd`1
ż
Rd
ωptq
ˆż ż
R2d
|F px, ξq| exprMp4πξ{ℓq ´ ApλHd`1pt´ xqqsdxdξ
˙
dt
ď C ‖ψ‖
S
Mp,ℓ{2
Ap,λHd`1
ż
Rd
eMp4πξ{ℓq
ˆż
Rd
|F px, ξq|ωpxq
ˆż
Rd
eApλpt´xqq´ApλH
d`1pt´xqqdt
˙
dx
˙
dξ
ď C 1
ż
Rd
eMp4πξ{ℓq´Mp4πH
d`1ξ{ℓqdξ.

We are now able to characterize D˚
L1ω
via the STFT.
Proposition 4. Let ψ P SpMpqpApq pRdqzt0u and let f P S 1˚: pRdq. Then, f P D˚L1ω if and
only if
(3.3) @q ą 0 pDq ą 0q : sup
ξPRd
eMpqξq ‖Vψfp ¨ , ξq‖L1ω ă 8.
If B Ă D˚
L1ω
is a bounded set, then (3.3) holds uniformly over B.
Proof. The direct implication and the fact that (3.3) holds uniformly over bounded sets
follows immediately from Lemma 3 (and, in the Roumieu case, Lemma 2). Conversely,
suppose that (3.3) holds and choose γ P SpMpqpApq pRdq such that pγ, ψqL2 “ 1. By (2.4),
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we have that, for all ϕ P S˚: pRdq,
〈f, ϕ〉 “
ż ż
R2d
Vψfpx, ξqVγϕpx,´ξqdxdξ
“
ż ż
R2d
Vψfpx, ξq
ˆż
Rd
ϕptqMξTxγptqdt
˙
dxdξ
“
ż
Rd
ˆż ż
R2d
Vψfpx, ξqMξTxγptqdxdξ
˙
ϕptqdt,
where the switching of the integrals in the last step is permitted because of (3.3).
Hence,
f “
ż ż
R2d
Vψfpx, ξqMξTxγdxdξ
and we may conclude that f P D˚L1ω by applying Lemma 4 to F “ Vψf . 
Next, we treat 9B1˚ω . We again need some preparation. We denote by CωpRdq the
Banach space consisting of all f P CpRdq such that }f}L8ω ă 8 and by C0,ωpRdq its
closed subspace consisting of all elements f such that lim|x|Ñ8 fpxq{ωpxq “ 0. We
endow C0,ωpRdq with the norm ‖ ¨ ‖L8ω . The dual of C0,ωpRdq is denoted by M1ω. For
every µ P M1ω there is a unique regular complex Borel measure ν P M1 “ pC0pRdqq1
such that
〈µ, ϕ〉 “
ż
Rd
ϕpxq
ωpxqdνpxq, ϕ P C0,ωpR
dq.
Moreover, }µ}M1ω “ }ν}M1 “ |ν|pRdq. By [27, Theorem 6.13], the natural inclusion
L1ω ĂM1ω holds topologically, that is,
(3.4) }ϕ}L1ω “ sup
fPBC0,ω
ˇˇˇˇż
Rd
ϕpxqfpxqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
, ϕ P L1ω,
where BC0,ω denotes the unit ball in C0,ωpRdq. We define
CpMpqpRdq :“ limÝÑ
qÑ8
CeMpq ¨ qpRdq, CtMpupRdq :“ limÐÝ
qÑ0`
CeMpq ¨ qpRdq.
The following canonical isomorphisms of lcHs hold
CωpRdxqpbεCtMpupRdξq – limÐÝ
qÑ0`
CωbeMpq ¨ qpR2dx,ξq
and
C0,ωpRdxqpbεCtMpupRdξq – limÐÝ
qÑ0`
C0,ωbeMpq ¨ qpR2dx,ξq.
Similarly, in view of (2.1), [5, Theorem 3.1(d)] and [5, Theorem 3.7] yield the following
canonical isomorphisms of lcHs
CωpRdxqpbεCpMpqpRdξq – limÝÑ
qÑ8
CωbeMpq ¨ qpR2dx,ξq
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and
C0,ωpRdxqpbεCpMpqpRdξq – limÝÑ
qÑ8
C0,ωbeMpq ¨ qpR2dx,ξq.
We are ready to establish the mapping properties of the STFT on 9B1˚ω .
Proposition 5. Let ψ P SpMpqpApq pRdq. The following mappings are continuous,
Vψ : 9B
1˚
ω Ñ C0,ωpRdxqpbεC˚pRdξq
and
V ˚ψ : C0,ωpRdxqpbεC˚pRdξq Ñ 9B1˚ω .
Proof. We first consider Vψ. It suffices to show that Vψ : B
1˚
ω Ñ CωpRdxqpbεC˚pRdξq is con-
tinuous. In fact, as C0,ωpRdxqpbεC˚pRdξq is a closed topological subspace of CωpRdxqpbεC˚pRdξq,
the result would then follow from Proposition 1 and the inclusion SpApqpRdxqpbSpMpqpRdξq Ă
C0,ωpRdxqpbεC˚pRdξq. Since B1˚ω is bornological (see Lemma 2 in the Beurling case), it suf-
fices to show that VψpBq is bounded in CωpRdxqpbεC˚pRdξq for all bounded sets B Ă B1˚ω .
For some ℓ ą 0 (for all ℓ ą 0) it holds that supfPB supϕPA |xf, ϕy| ă 8 for all A Ă D˚L1ω
bounded with respect to the norm } ¨ }
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
. As
te´Mp4πξ{ℓqω´1pxqMξTxψ : px, ξq P R2du Ă D˚L1ω
is bounded with respect to } ¨ }
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
, it follows that
sup
fPB
sup
px,ξqPR2d
e´Mp4πξ{ℓqω´1pxq|Vψfpx, ξq| ă 8.
Next, we treat V ˚ψ . Lemma 3 implies that V
˚
ψ : CωpRdxqpbεC˚pRdξq Ñ B1˚ω is continuous.
We claim that SpApqpRdxqpbSpMpqpRdξq is dense in C0,ωpRdxqpbεC˚pRdξq, whence the result
follows from Proposition 1. We now prove the claim. It is clear that SpApqpRdq is dense
in C0,ωpRdq and that SpMpqpRdq is dense in C˚pRdq. Hence, the claim is a consequence
of the following general fact: Let E,E0, F, F0 be lcHs such that E0 Ď E and F0 Ď F
with dense continuous inclusions. Then, E0pbεF0 is dense in EpbεF . 
Corollary 1. 9B
1pMpq
ω is a complete pLBq-space, and 9B1tMpuω is a quasinormable Fre´chet
space.
Proof. Proposition 5 and the reconstruction formula (2.3) imply that 9B1˚ω is isomorphic
to a complemented subspace of C0,ωpRdqpbεC˚pRdq. Hence, it suffices to notice that
C0,ωpRdqpbεCpMpqpRdq is an pLBq-space that is complete and C0,ωpRdqpbεCtMpupRdq is a
quasinormable Fre´chet space by [3, Proposition 2]. 
Proposition 5 allows for the following characterization of 9B1˚ω via the STFT.
Theorem 3. Let ψ P SpMpqpApq pRdqzt0u and let f P S 1˚: pRdq. The following statements are
equivalent:
(1) f P 9B1˚ω .
(2) lim|h|Ñ8 T´hf{ωphq “ 0 in S 1˚: pRdq.
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(3) For some q ą 0 (for all q ą 0) it holds that
(3.5) lim
|px,ξq|Ñ8
e´Mpqξq
|Vψfpx, ξq|
ωpxq “ 0.
Proof. p1q ñ p2q: Since S˚: pRdq is Montel, it suffices to show that lim|h|Ñ8 T´hf{ωphq “
0 weakly in S 1˚: pRdq. Take any ϕ P S˚: pRdq and let ε ą 0 be arbitrary. The set
tThϕ{ωphq : h P Rdu is bounded in D˚L1ω . Hence, there is χ P S˚: pRdq such that
| 〈T´hpf ´ χq, ϕ〉 | ď εωphq for all h P Rd. We obtain that
lim sup
|h|Ñ8
| 〈T´hf, ϕ〉 |
ωphq ď ε` lim|h|Ñ8
1
ωphq
ˇˇˇˇż
Rd
ϕpt´ hqχptqdt
ˇˇˇˇ
“ ε.
p2q ñ p3q: We only treat the Beurling case as the Roumieu case is similar. Since
the mapping
˚f : SpMpqpApq pRdq Ñ CpApqpRdq, ϕ ÞÑ f ˚ ϕ
is continuous and our assumption yields that ˚f pSpMpqpApq pRdqq Ă C0,ωpRdq, we may infer
from the closed graph theorem that ˚f : SpMpqpApq pRdq Ñ C0,ωpRdq is continuous. Hence,
there is ℓ ą 0 such that ˚f can be uniquely extended to a continuous linear mapping
˚f : SpMpqpApq pRdq
S
Mp,ℓ
Ap,1{ℓpR
dq
Ñ C0,ωpRdq. Fix q1 ą 4π{l. As te´Mpq1ξqMξψˇ : ξ P Rdu is
relatively compact in S
pMpq
pApq pRdq
S
Mp,ℓ
Ap,1{ℓpR
dq
, we obtain that
te´Mpq1ξq|Vψfpx, ξq| : ξ P Rdu “ t˚f pe´Mpq1ξqMξψˇq : ξ P Rdu
is relatively compact in C0,ωpRdq. This implies that
lim
|x|Ñ8
sup
ξPRd
e´Mpq
1ξq |Vψfpx, ξq|
ωpxq “ 0,
whence (2.1) implies that (3.5) holds for any q ą q1.
p3q ñ p1q: p3q means that Vψf P C0,ωpRdxqpbεC˚pRdξq. The result therefore follows
from Proposition 5 and the reconstruction formula (2.3). 
In the non-quasianalytic case, we additionally have that:
Theorem 4. Let f P D1˚pRdq. Then, f P 9B1˚ω if and only if lim|h|Ñ8 T´hf{ωphq “ 0 in
D1˚pRdq.
Proof. Necessity follows immediately from Theorem 3. To show sufficiency, we notice
that f P B1˚ω Ă S 1˚: pRdq by [21, Theorem 1]. Next, one may obtain (3.5) for some q ą 0
(for all q ą 0) by taking a window function ψ P DpMpqpRdqzt0u and making minor
adjustments in the proof of p2q ñ p3q in Theorem 3. Hence, the result follows from
Theorem 3. 
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4. The structure of 9B1˚ω
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1. As before, we fix a weight sequence
Mp satisfying pM.1q and pM.2q1, and a weight function ω such that Assumption 1 holds.
We will work with the following spaces of vector-valued multi-sequences. Let E be a
Banach space. For ℓ ą 0 we define ΛMp,ℓpEq as the Banach space consisting of all
(multi-indexed) sequences peαqαPNd P ENd such that
‖peαqαPNd‖ΛMp,ℓpEq :“ sup
αPNd
ℓ|α|Mα}eα}E ă 8.
We define
ΛpMpqpEq :“ limÝÑ
ℓÑ0`
ΛMp,ℓpEq, ΛtMpupEq :“ limÐÝ
ℓÑ8
ΛMp,ℓpEq.
ΛpMpqpEq is a complete pLBq-space by [5, Theorem 2.6], and ΛtMpupEq is a Fre´chet
space. Given a Banach space F , we set Λ1pMpqpF q :“ Λt1{MpupF q and Λ1tMpupF q :“
Λp1{MpqpF q. We then have the following canonical isomorphisms of lcHs
pΛpMpqpEqq1 – Λ1pMpqpE 1q, pΛtMpupEqq1 – Λ1tMpupE 1q.
Theorem 1 may now be reformulated as follows.
Theorem 5. The mapping
S : Λ˚pC0,ωpRdqq Ñ 9B1˚ω , pfαqαPNd ÞÑ
ÿ
αPNd
f pαqα
is surjective.
Our plan is to show Theorem 5 by applying Lemma 1. We need several preliminary
results.
Lemma 5. S is a well-defined continuous linear mapping.
Proof. One easily verifies that S : Λ˚pC0,ωpRdqq Ñ B1˚ω is a continuous linear mapping
and that lim|h|Ñ8 T´hSppfαqαPNdq{ωphq “ 0 in S 1˚: pRdq for all pfαqαPNd P Λ˚pC0,ωpRdqq.
Hence, the result follows from Theorem 3.

Our next goal is to determine the transpose of S. To this end, we first show that,
similarly as in the distributional case [29], the dual of 9B1˚ω is given by D
˚
L1ω
.
Proposition 6. The canonical inclusion mapping
ι : D˚L1ω Ñ p 9B1˚ω q1b, ϕ ÞÑ pf ÞÑ 〈f, ϕ〉q
is a topological isomorphism.
Proof. Clearly, ι is continuous and injective. Since D˚
L1ω
is webbed and p 9B1˚ω q1b is ultra-
bornological (Corollary 1), it suffices, by De Wilde’s open mapping theorem, to show
that ι is surjective. Let Φ P p 9B1˚ω q1 be arbitrary. Denote by ρ : S˚: pRdq Ñ 9B1˚ω the canon-
ical inclusion and set f “ Φ ˝ ρ P S 1˚: pRdq. As Φpρpχqq “ 〈f, χ〉 for every χ P S˚: pRdq
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and S˚: pRdq is dense in 9B1˚ω , it is enough to show that f P D˚L1ωpRdq. Let ψ P S
pMpq
pApq pRdq
be a fixed non-zero window function. Since Φ is continuous, there is a bounded set
B Ă D˚
L1ω
such that
|Vψfpx, ξq| “ |ΦpρpMξTxψqq| ď sup
ϕPB
| 〈MξTxψ, ϕ〉 | “ sup
ϕPB
|Vψϕpx, ξq|.
Proposition 4 implies that for every q ą 0 (for some q ą 0)
sup
ξPRd
eMpqξq ‖Vψfp ¨ , ξq‖L1ω ď sup
ϕPB
sup
ξPRd
eMpqξq ‖Vψϕp ¨ , ξq‖L1ω ă 8,
so that another application of Proposition 4 shows that f P D˚
L1ω
. 
Corollary 2. The transposed mapping St may be identified with the continuous linear
mapping
D˚L1ω Ñ Λ1˚pM1ωq : ϕ ÞÑ pp´1q|α|ϕpαqqαPNd.
Proof of Theorem 5. We shall show that S is surjective via Lemma 1. The space
Λ˚pC0,ωpRdqq is clearly Mackey, while Λ˚pC0,ωpRdqq{ ker S is complete as Λ˚pC0,ωpRdqq
is complete. Next, we show that ImS is Mackey. In the Romieu case this is trivial
because 9B
1tMpu
ω is a Fre´chet space. We now consider the Beurling case. We shall prove
that X “ ImS is infrabarreled and thus Mackey. We need to show that every strongly
bounded set B in X 1 is equicontinuous. Since X is dense in 9B1pMpqω (as St is injective),
Proposition 6 implies that X 1 “ DpMpq
L1ω
. For arbitrary ℓ ą 0 we consider the set
Vℓ “
"
f pαq
ℓ|α|Mα
: α P Nd, f P BC0,ω
*
Ď X.
The set Vℓ is bounded inX because S is continuous, so that supϕPB supgPVℓ | 〈ϕ, g〉 | ă 8.
The relation (3.4) yields that
sup
ϕPB
sup
gPVℓ
| 〈ϕ, g〉 | “ sup
ϕPB
sup
αPNd
sup
fPBC0,ω
ˇˇˇˇ〈
ϕ,
f pαq
ℓ|α|Mα
〉ˇˇˇˇ
“ sup
ϕPB
sup
αPNd
1
ℓ|α|Mα
sup
fPBC0,ω
ˇˇˇˇż
Rd
ϕpαqpxqfpxqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
“ sup
ϕPB
sup
αPNd
∥∥ϕpαq∥∥
L1ω
ℓ|α|Mα
.
Hence,
sup
ϕPB
‖ϕ‖
D
Mp,ℓ
L1ω
ă 8, @ℓ ą 0,
which means that B is bounded in D
pMpq
L1ω
. Then, B is equicontinuous because of
Proposition 6 and the fact that 9B
1pMpq
ω is barreled (Corollary 1). We already noticed
that St is injective. Finally, we show that ImSt is weakly closed in Λ1˚pM1ωq. Let
pϕjqj be a net in D˚L1ω and pµαqαPNd P Λ1˚pM1ωq such that pp´1q|α|ϕ
pαq
j qαPNd Ñ pµαqαPNd
weakly in Λ1˚pM1ωq. In particular, ϕpαqj Ñ p´1q|α|µα weakly in M1ω for all α P Nd.
Consequently, we have that µ
pαq
0 “ p´1q|α|µα P M1ω for all α P Nd (the derivatives
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should be interpreted in the sense of distributions). The equality (3.4) implies that
µ0 P DL1ω and that
p}µpαq
0
}L1ωqαPNd “ p}µpαq0 }M1ωqαPNd “ p‖µα‖M1ωqαPNd P Λ
1
˚pCq,
which means that µ0 P D˚L1ω . Hence, pµαqαPNd “ pp´1q|α|µ
pαq
0 qαPNd P ImSt. 
5. The structure of S-asymptotics
We now determine the structure of the S-asymptotic behavior of ultradistributions,
effectively a variant of [26, Theorem 1.10, p. 46]. Throughout this section, we fix a
weight sequence Mp satisfying pM.1q, pM.2q1, and pM.3q1.
Let ω be a weight function. We consider a convex cone Γ (with vertex at the origin).
For R ą 0, we write ΓR “ Γ ` Bp0, Rq. We will work with the following assumption
on ω: the limits
(5.1) lim
|h|Ñ8
hPΓ
ωpx` hq
ωphq exist for all x P R
d.
Then, an ultradistribution f P D1˚pRdq is said to have S-asymptotic behavior with
respect to ω on Γ, with limit g P D1˚pRdq, if
(5.2) lim
hPΓ,|h|Ñ8
〈fpx` hq, ϕpxq〉
ωphq “ 〈gpxq, ϕpxq〉 , @ϕ P D
˚pRdq.
If g ‰ 0, one readily obtains that (5.1) must hold uniformly for x in compact subsets.
We now apply Theorem 1 to find the structure of the S-asymptotic behavior of
ultradistributions.
Theorem 6. Let Γ Ă Rd be a convex cone such that int Γ is non-empty and let ω
be a weight function satisfying (3.1) and (5.1). Then, f P D1˚pRdq has S-asymptotic
behavior with respect to ω on Γ if and only if for each R ą 0 there exist fα P CpRdq,
α P Nd, such that
f “
ÿ
αPNd
f pαqα on ΓR,
the limits
lim
|x|Ñ8
xPΓR
fαpxq
ωpxq , α P N
d,
exist, and for some ℓ ą 0 (for all ℓ ą 0) it holds that
sup
αPNd, xPΓR
ℓ|α|Mα|fαpxq|
ωpxq ă 8.
Proof. The conditions are clearly sufficient. To show necessity, let us first verify that
there is a constant C such that f0 “ f ´Cω has S-asymptotic behavior with respect to
ω on Γ with limit 0. By [26, Proposition 1.2, p. 12], there is y P Rd such that the limits
(5.1) equal ey¨x for each x P Rd and gpxq “ Cey¨x. Thus, f0 with this C satisfies the
requirement. We further consider the case Γ “ Rd, the general case can be reduced to
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this one by applying the same technique as in the proof of [21, Theorem 3.2]. Notice
that ω is pp!q-admissible (see Remark 2). As pM.1q and pM.3q1 imply that p! ă Mp, we
have that Mp and ω satisfy Assumption 1. We obtain f0 P 9B1˚ω by Theorem 4. Hence,
the desired structure of f follows from Theorem 1. 
Remark 7. In [19], the last two named authors obtained structural theorems for the so-
called quasiaymptotic behavior of ultradistributions upon reducing their analysis to the
S-asymptotic behavior via an exponential substitution. Hence, as a direct consequence
of Theorem 6, we obtain that the assumptions pM.1q, pM.2q, and pM.3q in [19] can be
everywhere relaxed to pM.1q, pM.2q1, and pM.3q1.
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